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Autopsy . In this skill game you have an opportunity to perform pretty complicated autopsy . It's
not enough to grab the scalpel and cut, regardless the patient is dead. CSI Crime Scene
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Autopsy. In this skill game you have an opportunity to perform pretty complicated autopsy. It's
not enough to grab the scalpel and cut, regardless the patient is dead.
Play Crime Scene Investigation. A horrible crime happened here, and the only way to catch the
murderer is by investigating the crime scene and collecting the . Join more than 20 million
investigators & solve gruesome crimes in Las Vegas • WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT THE GAME •

CSI: Hidden Crimes features a fantastic .
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Investigation, CSI : Miami and CSI : NY. © Center for Technology in Teaching and Learning,
Rice University. CTTL WEB ADVENTURES COOL SCIENCE CAREERS MEDMYST NSQUAD 14-7-2017 · A gunshot wound to the head—was it suicide or homicide? Foray into a
real-world forensics case as detectives scramble to solve the mystery.
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Autopsy. In this skill game you have an opportunity to perform pretty complicated autopsy. It's
not enough to grab the scalpel and cut, regardless the patient is dead. General Forensics. 20
Cool Forensics and CSI Blogs . Provides a list of the Forensics Colleges top 20 blogs for
learning what it's like to be a CSI. Amy Autopsy with Dr. House has you looking for clues to
figure out the cause of death. Use various tools such as the scalpel, scissors, needles, even an.
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14-7-2017 · A gunshot wound to the head—was it suicide or homicide? Foray into a real-world
forensics case as detectives scramble to solve the mystery.
Amy Autopsy with Dr. House has you looking for clues to figure out the cause of death. Use
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premiered on CBS on October 6.
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